
Highlights:

Interim trade 
deal

Risk-on 
conditions

SMI continues its climb 
towards 11000 points.

Overview

The signing of the phase-one trade deal be-
tween Beijing and Washington, though only a 
basic arrangement, served last week as the 
backdrop for the bull case in equity markets. 
For now, US customs duties will be main-
tained at USD 360bn worth of goods. A rosi-
er outlook on the global economy plus some 
upbeat indications on corporate earnings 
chimed in to guide equity indices up to new 
all-time highs. Even European equity markets 
gained, despite the prospect of suffering from 
the Sino-American trade deal. 

Over in the US, housing starts for December 
were robust, rising by 16.9% month on month, 
while retail sales edged forward by 0.3%. In 
Europe, new vehicle registrations shot up by 
22% in December 2019. In China, macroeco-
nomic conditions have levelled off, with GDP 
increasing by 6.1% in 2019. Industrial produc-
tion was up 6.9%. Better manufacturing stats 
and business confidence led the price of Chi-
nese stocks higher last week. 

The numbers reported by US banking majors 
were encouraging for the economy, flying in the 
face of lower interest rates and the more sub-
dued rate of economic growth seen recently. 
Consumer lending and investment banking 
drove growth higher. The record revenues and 
profits (USD 9bn in 2019) booked by Morgan 

Stanley are particularly worthy of mention. In 
the tech stable, Taiwan Semiconductor issued 
a positive business outlook on the adoption of 
5G. The group will increase capital spending 
in 2020 – news which put wind in the sails 
of other sector stocks such as Nvidia, AMD 
and Qualcomm. Having shot up by over 10% 
this year alone, Alphabet (Google’s parent) last 
week joined Apple and Microsoft in the elite 
trillionaires’ club by market capitalisation. With 
the other two members of the FAANG club, 
they now account for one-fifth of the S&P 
500’s capitalisation. 

Plentiful liquidity is still encouraging risk-tak-
ing, with central banks in no hurry to raise in-
terest rates – especially as inflation shows no 
signs of quickening.

EQUITY MARKETS SET NEW RECORDS

Key data

(Daten vom Freitag vor der Publikation)
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But the news was not all good. Online rea-
dy-wear sales did not deliver the expected 
growth, slowing to 2% after a double-digit rate 
in the first six months of the financial year. The 
group blamed part of the slowdown on storm 
damage to some supply centres in Italy. Ano-
ther factor was the ever-fiercer price pressure 
facing the online retail sector. 

Current efforts include a reduced number of 
partners in the distribution business. By stoc-
king purchased goods, they create a stop-
start effect. Whenever demand drops, they 
tend to slash orders so that they can sell off 
their unsold inventories first. 

In 2019 the stock trailed the Swiss market by 
6.5%.

The luxury goods group reported its latest 
quarterly numbers last Friday, sending the 
share surging by 5%, which had the effect 
of pulling up the rest of the sector. The top 
line beat market estimates by 1% but that 
was enough to stoke demand, because the 
absence of negative factors was unexpec-
ted good news. The group – which reports in 
euro – published a 4% increase in revenues 
adjusted for exchange rates.

We note solid results from jewellery (50% of re-
venues) despite the hit to Japanese business 
from the strong yen and the higher sales tax. 
Business in Hong Kong was again blighted by 
the demonstrations. 
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